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Title: Bank of Orange cash account book
Identifier/Call Number: MS.R.154
Contributing Institution: Special Collections and Archives, University of California, Irvine Libraries
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 0.1 Linear feet
Date (inclusive): 1887-1916
Language of Collection Materials: Collection materials are in English.
Abstract: This collection contains a cash account book of the Bank of Orange (or Orange Bank) beginning in 1887.
General Physical Description note: The papers are brittle and torn, and held together by old binding.
Creator: Bank of Orange.
Access
The collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the University of California. For permissions to reproduce or to publish, please contact the Head of Special Collections and Archives.
Preferred Citation
For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.
Acquisition Information
Source and dates unknown. A note on acquisition envelope reads, “found in creek by Mexican children.”
Processing History
Processed by Christine Kim and Zoe MacLeod, 2012.
Historical Background
The Bank of Orange was established in 1886 in Orange, California and was the town’s first bank.
Scope and Content Summary
This collection contains a cash account of the Bank of Orange (or Orange Bank) beginning in 1887.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Bank of Orange. -- Archives
Account books -- 19th century.